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-Karl Miller - 11:13 AM
Q: In the User Counts We see CAI users being logged on the enterprise dashboard when we use admin
credentials to monitor server health. Is this changed in 10.2?
-Sachin Srivastava - 11:16 AM
A: Hi Karl, Yes this has changed. We now provide all the power user information instead of
individual power user count________________________________________________________________
-Jianhua Dong - 11:45 AM
Q: I have lots of VSE created in 9.1. Can I directly use them in 10.2 without any major modifications?
-Sachin Srivastava - 11:46 AM
A: Yes. No changes are required________________________________________________________________
-mohd.a.mudassir - 11:46 AM
Q: Deploying Service with same name was removing the old Service without any warning.. is that issue is
resolved in 10.2
Priority: N/A-Melanie Giuliani - 11:47 AM
A: we need to double check on that and get back with you privately on that-Sachin Srivastava - 11:48 AM
A: Hi Mudassir, are you using Devtest linux box?________________________________________________________________

-Balamurugan - 11:47 AM
Q: what are the new rest api introduced in 10.2
-Melanie Giuliani - 11:48 AM

A: within the api we have introduced a download command. beverly doesn't know if it's
specifically new, but it's been added to 10.2 from that API. if there is a specific feature you're referring
to, please let us know________________________________________________________________
-Jianhua Dong - 11:49 AM
Q: The charts showing number of transactions and number of VSEs are great. Can I download these
charts to my local machine?
-Melanie Giuliani - 11:49 AM
A: At this time there's no direct way to export/download the charts. we are continuing to refine
this functionality, so if this is something that you'd be interested in, please reach out to Beverly to
discuss this in more detail. ________________________________________________________________
-mohd.a.mudassir - 11:50 AM
Q: there is one new functionality enhanced VS recorder.. please help to cover that
-Melanie Giuliani - 11:50 AM
A: this was added in 10.1. you have the ability to create virtual services by using code. The
documentation on this feature should walk you through the steps: https://docops.ca.com/devtestsolutions/10-2/en/using/using-ca-service-virtualization/using-devtest-portal-with-ca-servicevirtualization/create-virtual-services-by-recording
________________________________________________________________
-Jianhua Dong - 11:53 AM
Q: In the past, when I install Server on a clound machine and workstation on a physical machine, the
connection to the registry from physical machine is hard to be established. Any enhancement on this
part?
-Melanie Giuliani - 11:54 AM
A: This could actually be a network issue (connection speed, etc.) bc the team tested something
similar and didn't run into any issue with it. Might be worthwhile to open a question on the community
for this________________________________________________________________

